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Introduction

Visual schedules and other visual supports are essential components of pro-
grams for children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD). Visual supports 
can be used to provide information, to teach self-help skills, to teach inde-
pendent work skills, to help students understand expectations, and many 
other ways. Additionally, visual supports can be used with all students re-
gardless of their intellectual capacities or verbal abilities. In students with 
ASD, visual supports are highly effective with higher functioning students, 
such as those with Asperger Syndrome (AS), as well as more severely im-
paired students with classic forms of autism.

In typical teaching situations, teachers rely on students’ auditory sys-
tems, such as when teaching via lectures. This poses a problem for students 
with ASD, who have diffi culty attending to, modulating, and understand-
ing auditory input. Additionally, these students’ hypersensitivity to sounds 
and their inability to discriminate relevant sounds (e.g., the teacher’s voice) 
from irrelevant sounds (e.g., fans, humming of classroom lights, motor of 
overhead projector, children playing outside, planes fl ying overhead) fre-
quently affect their ability to attend, react, and respond appropriately.

Therefore, many students with ASD learn better when visual supports 
and visual modes of teaching are used. Indeed, autism experts (Carr, 1985; 
Hodgdon, 1995; Quill, 1995; Savner & Myles, 2000) and teachers agree that 
many students with ASD have visual interpretation skills that are far supe-
rior to their auditory capabilities. Temple Grandin (1995), in describing her 
experiences growing up with autism, said that

Most people in the so-called normal world think in words, but thinking 
in language and words is alien to me. I think totally in pictures. Visual 
thinking is like playing different tapes in a videocassette recorder in my 
imagination … So to access spoken information that I have heard in the 
past, I replay a video of the person talking to me. To retrieve facts, I have 
to read them off a visualized page of a book or “replay the video” of some 
previous event.… I have diffi culties with long strings of verbal informa-
tion. If directions from a gas station contain more than three steps I have 
to write them down. (pp. 34–35)

Another individual with autism, Donna Williams (1994), confi rmed 
Grandin’s need for verbal steps or directions to be presented visually. 
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 Williams said she was unable to learn math until all math steps were visu-
ally represented in written form.

According to Savner and Myles (2000), “For many children seeing a 
 visual support is like having a light bulb go on in their head—they fi nally 
see the light and understand what you have been saying” (p. 2). Indeed, vi-
sual strategies are educational supports that maximize the visual strengths 
of students with ASD.
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